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Burkette hits century mark

5 year

MBA

By Jason A. Dalrymple
Editor-in-Chief
Only 22 other men in Sacred
Heart’s basketball history have
done it, but it comes as no surprise
to the athletic community here at
SHU.
Senior guard Johnny Burkette
broke the century mark in points
in SHU’s 87-80 win over the Uni
versity of New Hampshire last
Wednesday, Feb. 1.
Burkette has been a starter for
the past two years for the cagers
after coming off the bench as a
dependable for Head Coach Dave
Bike during his first two seasons.
According to Bike, the pair
have a great working relationship
on and off the court.
Burkette’s numbers for this
year show his outstanding caliber.
Currently, he’s averaging 17.5
points per game and has 350 points
at this point in the season.
The future could hold a trip to Head Basketball Coach Dave Bike hands senior Johnny Burkette the commerative ball for his
Germany for league play with achievement of 1,000 carreer points, which he completed against UNH last Wednesday, Feb.
1. The
ball waS"presented to Burkette during Satruday-i> game against
were approached by scouts during Burkette, see page 14.
p^oto by Chrfs
a summer camp last year.

unveiled
By Flora Goodloe
Assistant News Editor
Whether you want to start
your own business or become
president'of a multi-nationaf
company. Sacred Heart
Uni versity’s new five-year BS/
MBA program is designed to
prepare you in less time.
“This program allows a
student to receive a BS
degree(after four years) and
MBA in five years rather than
thesix ormorethatisnonnally
required,’’ said Professor John
T. Gerlach, director of the
MBA Program.
The objectives of the pro
gram are to develop manage
ment skills, ethical standards,
global awareness, problem

Date rape to be Prayers get special delivery
topic for discussion
Special to the Spectrum

“Roiphe covers some con
troversial feminist issues,”
Lynch said in a telephone inter
view.

By Joy Graves
Contributing Writer
When a woman says "no" to
sex does she really mean no? If
she is drunk or under the influ
ence of drugs, does that change
the meaning of her words?
On Wednesday, Feb. 15th
at 7:30 p.m. in the faculty Lounge
guest speaker, Judith Lynch will
present a talk entitled “Date
Rape? Conversations About
Violence Toward Women on
College Campuses.’’
“The Morning After: Sex,
Fear, and Feminism” by Kate
Roiphe should be available in
the SHU Bookstore and is a Sug
gested reading for the talk.

Planning to cover some
opinions, ideas and issues sur
rounding date rape. Lynch would
also like to open her discussion
up to those attending so they
may voice their opinion.
“There will be some facts—
like the difference between
stranger rape and date rape—
and a small questionnaire at the
beginning, but I’d really like to
get people’s responses. And I’m
hoping some guys will show,”

See Date rape, page 4
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According to Jewish tradition,
all prayers placed in this wall are
sent “Express Mail” directly to

the Higher Being, said Wallin,
“May all our prayers be answered,” added Wallin.

The JFO (Jewish Friendship
Organization) at SHU recently
concluded one of its most suc
cessful projects.
■i.c
,|
Over 300 prayers were writ
ten by all segments of the SHU
community. Many students who
stopped by the table initially re
sponded with confusion over what
to write for the prayer.
“After further reflection and
encouragement, they sat down and
formulated their own prayers,”
said Rabbi Jerome Wallin.
According to Wallin, some
of the prayers were brief while
others took up a page or more.
“The results of this project
truly show the spiritual strength of
the University community,” added
'.j
*
Wallin.
The drive was led by Wallin
MX
and Bruce Kaplan, co-president
of the JFO. Students and faculty
were encouraged to write prayers
outside the Faculty Lounge.
The prayers, once gathered
were brought to Israel by Dr.
Martin Shapiro, associate profes
sor of management and market
ing. While there, Shapiro placed
the prayers in the “Kotel,” the last
remaining wall of the ancient Dr. Martin Shapiro deposits the prayers of Sacred Heart students
and faculty in the "Kotel," the last remaining wall of King Solomon's
temple built by King Solomon.
ancient castle, in Israel.
Contributed photo
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Student awarded study abroad scholarship
A Sacred Heart University student was awarded
a $1,000 scholarship to study at Richmond College,
The American International University in London,
England, for this semester.
Kimberley Luczynski, a junior political science
and math major, was one of 50 International Merit
Scholars selected by the American Institute For
Foreign Study (AIFS) of Greenwich, CT.
The AIFS organizes study abroad programs for
nearly 3,000 college students annually. Since the
organization was founded in 1964, more than 750,000
students and teachers have participated in AIFS
world-wide programs.
AIFS offers programs in Australia, Austria, the
Czech Republic, England, France, Germany, Italy,
Japan, Mexico, Russia and Spain.
Through the Political Science department,
Luczynski had an internship at the United Nations
with the Mission o f Federated States Micronesia last
semester.
Luczynski, o f Newport, RL, was also a tutor in
the University’s Math Lab and a Work Study aid to
Mitch Holmes, assistant dean of students.
After graduation in May of ’96, Luczynski
plans to attend law school.

Campus Ministry assists Girl Scout program

And the band plays on...
The SHU marching band, in its second season,
is becoming one of the top activity choices for in
coming freshmen.
The band, which performed half time shows at
football games, plays in the stands at hockey and
basketball games, competes throughout Connecticut
and in parades in New York. For a fund-raiser, band
members deliver FLIK pizza to students’ dorm
rooms.
The band which doubled in size to forty-five,
still seeks new members. “It will take a lot o f work,
but it will get somewhere,” says first year member
Crystal Morowitz. “As a freshman coming into the
marching band, 1 get to meet a lot of people who
share common interests. All of the people involved
in it want to be there and see it catch on.”
Requirements to join the marching band are to
be a full-time undergraduate, and play an instrument.
Rehearsals are Friday nights from 6:00 - 8:00 p.m. in
the band Rehearsal Room. Interested students should
contact Band Director Duane Melzer at 365-7664.

j
PART-TIME
POSITION
A d m in is t r a t iv e A s s is 
- I m m e d ia t e p a r t t im e POSITION IN F a ir f ie l d
REAL ESTATE OPHCE.
F l e x ib l e HOURS. M u s t b e
ORGANIZED TO HANDLE
MULTITUDE OF TASKS,
POSSESS STRONG ORGANIZA
TION AND COMMUNICATION
SKILLS, AND EXCELLENT
PHONE ETIQUETTE. DUTIES
in c l u d e : w o r d p r o c e s s 
in g WITH COMPUTER
KNOWLEDGE OF
WORDPERFECT 5.2, W ORD
6.0, E x c e l 5.0, h l i n g ,
AND GENERAL OFHCE
TASKS. P l e a s e c a l l
C in d y 259-4952 o r f a x
YOUR RESUME TO
tant

255-4921.

-jJ.

gram at Dunbar Elementary
School in Bridgeport. Dunbar was
chosen because of the under
privileged children there. Annete
Campus Ministry is once Bosley and Jennifer Platt are troop
again putting their hearts to work leaders for the 35 4th through 6lh
on another program at the Univer graders aged 9 to 11.
“This is Sacred Heart’s first
sity. This time the Housatonic Girl
year with the program and I enjoy
Scout Council is the recipient.
Students involved . in it,” said Bosley, a sophomore
P.E.A.C.E., one of many ^subdi majoring in English from Beacon
visions in C appus l^inistry, -EaUs, CT. “We gaoijce a week,
volunteer for programs within the and spend time with the little girls
in the program, playing games.”
local community.
Sister Margaret Palliser, di
Liz Papsy, a representative
from the Housatonic Girl Scout rector of Campus Ministry, says,
Council, came to the University “the girl scout program is going
asking for assistance with the pro well and the SHU students in
By Jason Calabrese
Contributing Writer

volved have a chance to show and
work on their leadership skills,
along with helping the young
girls with growth and develop
ment.”
Platt, a sophomore nursing
major from Abbington, CT said,
“I really am enjoying this program.
It was difficult in the beginning,
because of the girls not really
knowing us well, but now they
are comfortable with us;‘ we are
really getting along great.”
“The girl scouts came to SHU
on Friday to sell their cookies to
the community, and it was not
only a great success, but the girls
really enjoyed themselves.”

MBA: Five year program to debut
continued from page 1
solving and computer skills.
Students can select a field of
concentration from accounting/
tax, finance, health care, human
resources, international business,
MIS and marketing.
Dr. Thomas D.Corrigan,
Chair of the Faculty of Financial
Studies said that the many students

EXTRA INCOME
F O R '94
E a r n $500 - $1000
w e e k l y sT u f h n g e n v e 
lo pes.

F or

d e t a il s

RUSH $1.00

WITH
to:

-

SASE

GROUP FIVE
57

G r e e n t r e e D r iv e ,
S u it e 307 D o v e r , D E

19901
***SPRING BREAK 95***
AMERICA'S #1 SPRING
BREAK COMPANY!
Cancun, Bahamas, or Florida!
110% Lowest Price Guaran
tee! Organize 15 friends and
TRAVEL FREE! Call for our
finalized 1995 Party Sched
ules!! 1-800-95-BREAK

who stop after they earn an under
graduate in business must recog
nize the value of an MBA
“I would argue that, in man
agement today the MBA is a re
quirement for advancement,” said
Corrigan, “and the five-year BS/
MBA is a program is an efficient
and cost effective way to earn that
degree.”
The program will prepare
students for business careers in
corporations, government, health
care and non-profit organizations.
“A number of our graduates
have achieved business success in
both their own companies and
multinational companies” said
Gerlach.
According to Gerlach the
program also offers internships
opportunities with General Elec
tric Corporation, Hubbell, Inc. and
Connecticut World Trade Asso

ciation, among others.
“The internship with compa
nies ranging from small
entrepreneurships to big corpora
tions will provide students with
some real world experience and
enhance their opportunities upon
graduation,” Gerlach said.
The program which became
effective this fall has recruited
several students already,
and according to Gerlach, students
who are completing their first year
still have time to enroll in the five
year program.
According to Gerlach stu
dents who enroll in the program
will have an opportunity to study
abroad in the university ’s Luxem
bourg MBA program.
Interested students should
contact Professor Gerlach. in
N218, or call 371-7865.

Think
Valentine’s Day...
A dollar and
a dream...
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Students abroad return home
By Katherine A. Bump
Co-News Editor
Recently a panel of students
who have just returned from
studying abroad made a presenta
tion to the University community
about their experiences. Five se
niors, Jessica Dorocak, Sandra
Gizzi, John Adams, John Bow
man and Becky McGuigan made
up the panel.
“This is a unusual group,”
said Dr. Katherine Kidd, director
of global studies. “They are all
seniors. All but one wanted to
stay, but they had to come home
to prepare for graduation.”
The discussion focused
mainly on how a Sacred Heart
education prepared them for their
experience, what schooling abroad
is like, and how each student ex
perienced personal growth.
Bowman, who studied in
Germany, expressed that Sacred
Heart’s faculty and staff prepared
him in many ways. “Every class
I’ve had at Sacred Heart helped
me to think independently.”
Dorocak, who studied in
Mexico, is fluent in Spanish and
this enabled her to take classes

with Mexican students.
“The Mexican students were
willing to help me.” said Dorocak.
“We developed a quite a sharing

**This is a unusual
group. They are all
seniors. All but one
wanted to stay, but
they had to come
home to prepare for
graduation.”

relationship.”
“My school was much like
Sacred Heart on both the academic
and social level,” said Dorocak.
“They had high grading standards
and also tons of extra-curricular
activities that everyone took part
in.”
McGuigan spent last semes
ter in England at Richmond Col
lege.
“It was a close-knit institu
tion,” said McGuigan.

Richmond College, The
American International Univer
sity, enrolls students from all over
the world. Culture shock was a
reality for McGuigan.
“The faculty was very sup
portive,” said McGuigan. “They
knew most of us needed to adapt
to the culture shock.”
McGuigan knew she wanted
to travel abroad for reasons of
personal growth. “I wanted to
develop my own character,” said
McGuigan.
Gizzi, who studied in Spain,
and lived with a host family, said
“They were willing to translate
their culture for me.”
Gizzi said she felt fortunate
to have done some traveling. She
acquired an appreciation for the
Spanish culture.
“Most of all, I am thankful I
can express myself in a different
language now,” said Gizzi.
Adams, who studied in Ire
land, wanted to learn about the
country and its heritage -because
his father is from Ireland.
Adams also lived with a host
family. “It had its problems, but
overall the experience was tre
mendous.”

Support Services provide gusto
By Ayoma Perera
Contributing Writer
What office wouldyou go lb
for academic advisement or noti
fication regarding upcoming
events? Take a quick walk to the
Academic Support Services of
fice, affectionately known as the
“most helpful office on campus.”
“The Academic Support Ser
vices structure lays its foundation
on the great conglomerate of
people that make up the office,”
said Assistant Director of Aca
demic Advisem ent Francis
Collazo, who helped nurture the
office to its present state. “There
is so much warmth and positive
energy in this office that people
always want to come here,” she
added.
Academic Support Services
has already embarked on a busy
schedule for the 1995 academic
year. Advisor to AHANA and GE
scholars, Mark Head initiated
programs catering to the needs of
African American, Latin Ameri
can, and Asian students at Sacred
Heart.
The AHANA reception held
recently in Hawley Lounge, “had
a wonderful turnout with over 100
students showing up,” said Jena
Shaeffer, executive secretary to
the Dean of Freshmen. “We even
ran out of food!”
Michelle Donovan, a junior
business major from Pittsfield,
MA., said, “The office is specifi
cally designed to cater to the needs
and aspirations of the individual
student, whether it is helping with
scheduling or getting extra help if
the need arises.”
Others with offices in the
Academic Support area are
Michael Bozzone, dean of fresh
men; Alvin Clinkscales, director
of multicultural affairs; and Phyllis

Machledt, coordinator of the ser
vice learning program.
Dean Bozzone is at the mojnent getting feedback frqm^Jte
junior mentors of the f^resfimm

**There is so much
warmth and positive
energy in this office
that people always
want to come here.”
Seminar classes for the fall sched
ule. His ultimate aim is to im
prove the program.
Coming up on March 23rd is

“Career Week” and Collazo is in
charge of the majors fair. “The
majors fair is about getting stum major areas,” ^ said Collazo.
“Advisors from all academic ar
eas present students with infor
mation regarding their majors.”
Recently, Service Learning
projects have become the talk of
SHU. Implemented by Machledt,
this program has lofty goals. “I
want students to get involved... to
come back and say ‘this is for
real!”’ said Machledt. The pro
gram has expanded from five dif
ferent courses last semester to 14
in 10 disciplines for the spring.
“We want to see Bridgeport as a
resource rather than a detriment,”
added Machledt.

PIONEER NET
Hours o f Operation

SPRING 1995
■
Monday
9:00 am 11:00 am

Tuesday

Wednesdav

1:30 pm •
2:00 pm 3:30 pm i 4-00 pm
during

l l l l l l l l l i l convocatum
hours

I
|

Thursday

Fnday

9:00 am11:00 am

2:00 pm >
4:00 pm

during
convocation
hours

by appointment ONLY U
PioneerNet service representatives are available to assist students
with telephone inquiries and repairs.
.
To meet with your PioneerNet representative, all students must
first schedule an appointment by signing up on the appointment
roster posted outside ACA S-106 every Monday morning.
Appointments are available on a "first-come, first-serve" basis
and are subject to change by PioneerNet
Look for more details in flyers distributed to student mailboxes!

O f f -C a m pu s N ew s B r ie fs
Compiled from CPS reports

Missing Student Lived in Science Center
GAINESVILLE, Ha.— The University o f Florida’s
Health Science Center is a lot o f things to a lot of
people. But for one student, the Center was home
sweet home.
Lashonda Grier, a UF sophomore, lived in the
Center for nearly three months, often wearing lab
coats and carrying medical tools to help conceal her
identity.
According to Gainesville police, Grier had last
been seen in class on Sept. 24. Her father reported
her missing on Oct. 14. Grier apparently stayed at the
Center until late December, when security guards
found her sleeping in a hospital waiting room.
“She was doing her best to stay hidden,” said
Angie Tipton, spokesperson for the university’s
police department. “It appears that she used all the
resources that were available to her.”
Police said that Grier stole a set of keys and
used them to enter various rooms and buildings.
Grier often slept in waiting rooms within the center,
while using the hospital’s locker room for showering.
At the time of her arrest, police discovered
Grier’s locker, which contained various pieces o f
hospital apparel, as well as a plastic set o f teeth and
three blood pressure kits.
Although Grier lived in a campus residence hall
in the summer, she did not register for campus
housing for the fall semester.
Grier was arrested and charged with three
counts o f burglary and three counts o f theft before
being released into her father’s custody.

U o f Miami Coach Files Suit
CORAL GABLES, Fla.— University of Miami
football coach Dennis Erickson has filed a lawsuit
against the school, asking that UM officials pay his
legal fees from the Bryan Fortay case.
Last August, Fortay sued the school and coach
for $10 million, alleging that Erickson reneged on an
oral contract that Fortay would be the starting quar
terback for the 1991 season. Before the season
started, however, Erickson named eventual Heisman
Trophy winner Gino Torretta the starter. Fortay
immediately transferred to Rutgers University, sat
out for the season in compliance with NCAA regula
tions, and became a footnote in college football
history.
So far, 26 of the original 29 counts of Fortay’s
case have been thrown out. The remaining three
counts now are the basis for a second potential
hearing on the case, in which Fortay also contends
that he was forced to participate in a fraudulent
financial aid scheme that was carried out by a mem
ber of the athletic department.
Robert Blake, UM’s general counsel, said
Erickson was offered legal representation with the
firm o f Podhurst, Orseck and Josephsberg, the firm
which represents UM in the case. But Erickson
wanted his own attorney and retained Robert
Dickman to represent him. The university’s legal fees
were paid by the Federal Insurance Company, while
Erickson paid Dickman on his own. Now he wants to
be reimbursed by the university.
Blake said that he expects an out-of-court
agreement between the university and the coach.
After a successful stint at UM, Erickson left the
university for a head coaching job in the NFL.
Erickson was named the new coach of the Seattle
Seahawks this year.
...
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WSHU revs up pledge drive
Station hopes to increase support
By Jennifer Thurston
Contributing Writer

Manchester, a senior majoring in
media studies from Nantucket,
MA was involved in the last pledge
drive.
“They are very well organized
but extremely hectic,” Manches
ter said. “I enjoy working the
pledge drives and meeting mem-

WSHU radio is currently
holding its second of three annual
pledge drives to raise money to
continue to broadcast. The goal of
the drive, which runs from Feb. 4
until Feb. 15 is to raise $190,000.
WSHU*radio currently has
more than 152,000 listeners
“Every individual
throughout Southern Connecticut
and Long Island. WSHU is a
pledge is vital to
blend of classical music, award
WSHU’s success.
winning national and international
news from National Public Radio
Whatever the pledge,
(NPR) and Public Radio Interna
we are always
tional.
The radio station has been
thankful.”
holding pledge drives since it first
became affiliated with NPR in,
1984. The pledge drive is
WSHU’s number one source of
income, and begins as early as 5 bers of the WSHU community.”
Director of Membership
a.m. and continues until 10 p.m. or
Martha Williams, who has been
midnight.
The time spent by each staff with SHU for seven years, is re
member to ensure the success of sponsible for the scheduling of the
the drive exceeds the normal ten days of pledging. Each hour
working day. Along with the staff there is a different goal.
“The way we get our pledges
are over 100 volunteers helping
is to give away prizes or challenge
out the radio station.
One volunteer, Mark businesses or members to make a

Date Rape: Judith Lynch to speak
Continued from page 1
six females is raped and in 90% of
the cases of reported rape the vic
tim knew the assailant. A female
is raped every six to eleven min
utes in America.
While the definition of rape
varies from state to state, one thing
can be said for certain. Rape is
“forced sexual intercourse that is
perpetrated against the will of the

bal threats of harm.

victim.” Manypeopledonotknow
that “force” can be defined as not

When a woman says
"no" to sex does she
really mean no?

*’’^^^***^ccorcfi^^ legal e x p e rt^ ^
a woman is under the influence of
alcohol, drugs, or is unable to
make a sound decision as to
whether or not to have sex, you
may be held accountable for rape.

only physical force, but also ver

For more information on the
lecture contact Dr. Claire
Marrone, director of Women’s
Studies, at extension 7629.

pledge,” says Williams. “When
all else fails, we beg. You would
be surprised how many pledges
we get then.”
The average pledge for a new
member is usually $35. Active
members from local areas as well
as Long Island often pledge more.
More than 10,000 loyal listeners
support WSHU with station
membership.
General Manager George
Lombardi, who has been affili
ated with the station for 20 years,
states, “This pledge drive comes
at a crucial time for public radio.
Currently, WSHU receives over
$160,000 per year in federal sup
port through grants from the Cor
poration for Public Radio. Right
now in Washington, D.C., people
are discussing the reduction or
possible elimination of federal
support for public broadcasting.”
Lombardi adds, “Listener
support of WSHU will have to
increase in order to compensate
for the losses in income from fed
eral sources.”
“Every individual pledge is
vital to WSHU’s success,” says
Williams. “Whatever the pledge,
we are always thankful.”

Panelists brief SHU
pare them for jobs.,^,,
“The most important thing we
teach them is how to go out and
get a job,” she said. “Our program
Representatives of three lo is disciplined, but structured, and
cal social agencies participated in it instills in them that knowledge
a panel discussion on campus for is power,” she added.
John Hampton, Habitat
students and faculty of Service
homeowner and a student attend
Learning late last month.
Habitat for Humanity, Youth ing Housatonic Community Col
Rebuild and Alpha Home made lege, is now working to help oth
their presences known during the ers to own their home.
“It’s important to me,” said
conference.
Panelists from Habitat for Hampton, “because if I can get
By Flora Goodloe
Co-News Editor

“I’ve lived in Bridgeport all of my life, and I
have seen it go from good to bad and to worst. I
just want to be a part of rebuilding it.”

Humanity, Marilyn Reed and
Jackie Polanco, briefed students
and professors on the goals of the
agency and the scope of its work
in the community.
The panelists agreed that to
help rebuild Bridgeport is their
main goal.
“I’ve lived in Bridgeport all
of my life, and I have seen it go
front good to bad and to worst,”
said Polanco, a part-time Sacred
Heart student and Americorps
volunteer. “I just want to be a part
of rebuilding it.”
Gail Sullivan, representing
Youth Rebuild, a program that
works on the east side of Bridgeport spoke about how they instill
discipline in young men and pre-

one section of Bridgeport flowering then there’s hope for the other
sections.”
The University’s Service
Learning Coordinator, Phyllis
Machledt, who arranged the orientation, told the group, “You can
not attack the problems of this city
from one angle.”
'
Alpha Home representative,
Ann Witkavitch, informed those
attending how their shelter and
transitional housing program provides temporary housing and other
services to help the needy.
“We do a lot ofthingstohelp
them become self-sufficient,” she
said. “We provide parenting skills,
and help them develop support
system among themselves.”
-

101 days, seniors...
Are you ready?
\ ___________________________________________________

Next time 5’ourfri,er4
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Editorial Page
Have a little heart
It would seem self-evident that winter has
finally set in to Fairfield County (and the rest of
New England, for that matter). Tall piles of snow
litter sidewalks, ice blankets the road and a wind
more bitter than a parent receiving a bad report
card bite to the bone.
And SHU students have to walk or stand in
this. Whether it be waiting for the shuttle at
Parkridge or fighting the gusts to climb the
veritable Mount Everest to get to Jefferson Hill,
w e’re all freezing to death.
It’s dangerous out there, ice and snow or
not. The temperatures alone are enough to give
someone frostbite in a matter of minutes.
In other words, bundle up. Those wind
chills can freeze blood. Naivette can be deadly
in a New Engaind winter.
And number two, if you do have the comfort
of a warm vehicle, share it. Get someone to
their cozy blankets a few minutes early or to
class in a condition that they’re fingers can
actually hold a pen. Have a little heart.

Watch the language...
While sitting at Mass on Sunday, imagine
the feeling. You sit in those uncomfortable red
metal chairs, listening peacefully for the sermon,
waiting for-the word of God to reach into your
heart and pull you into His arms.
There is a pause, you bow your head for
prayer, certain that in the silence, you will hear
the advice you so long for. This is what you
hear:
“F-ckyou!”
“No! F-ck you!”
You get the picture, and anyone at Mass
this past Sunday got the picture, too.
We’re not kidding. It was heard, and we’re
sure a number of heads were turned.
A little respect, friends from Flik who work
the evening shift. We’re in here trying to get a
little solace from the everyday strife. Couldn’t
you just keep your expletives to yourself for an
hour or so?
Thanks. Mass is a sacred thing. Personal
vendettas or boyish behavior can wait.

At the heart o f hypocrisy
By Jonathan McCarthy
Associate Editor
What exactly does it mean to
be pro-life? This is a question that
many people around the world are
struggling with nowadays. Origi
nally it was ■' '
believed to
mean that a
person who
was pro-life
was against
abortion and
unnecessary
death in gen
eral. , He
ever, thanks to a maniac named
Paul Hill and the moronic justice
department of the state of Florida,
there is a whole new definition.
Paul Hill took it upon himself
to get justice. He believed that if
you kill an abortion doctor, you
save lives of hundreds of unborn
babies. However my dear Paul,
killing would be against every
thing a pro-lifer stands for. But he
did it anyway. He effectively killed
a doctor and his companion, both
unarmed. The only thing that
makes this grotesque disregard for
human life worse is the response
of the state of Florida.
Eversince Mr. Hill confessed
he has been on every talk and
news show across the country. His
message was clear; he showed no
remorse because he was sure that

he was to go to heaven because
God would have wanted it this
way. He believed that killing one
person because that person had
killed others wasjustified and then
went so far as to connect it with
divine spirituality.
So what does the state of
Florida do? The only sensible
thing: give him the death sentence.
Not your ordinary death penalty
though. Hill received two, one for
each person he killed.
What does that mean? The
state of Florida effectively said
that it is o.k. to kill someone be
cause they killed someone else.
-Psst. Sound familiar? Of course it
does, that was Hill’s crime. In this
most absurd display of justice, the
state of Florida (also backed by
God in the Constitution) practi
cally justified Hill’s crime. This
marks a silent victory for all the
radicals that supported Hill as well
as gave them a martyr.
Why is this bad? Simple, Hill
wanted to die. It is an easy way
out for him. And for his follow
ers, it is just a “get out of jail free”
card encouraging them to follow
their hero.
First up, John C. Salvi III,
described as a religious fanatic by
a former boss as well as a lovable
kid by a cousin. Salvi is suspected
of opening fire on two abortion
clinics in Massachusetts, as well
as one in Virginia, in a two day
rampage. The results of the on
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criteria not related to the quality of the writing or timliness of the
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signed columns or letters to the editor, are solely those of the
authors. Unsigned editorials appearing in the far left column of the
first editorial page represent the majority opinion of the Spectrum
Editorial Board. Guest editorials and letters to the editor are
welcome and encouraged. All submissions are subject to editing
for spelling, punctuation, grammar and clarity. Letters to the editor
should not exceed 400 words and will be considered on a spaceavailable basis. The Spectrum does not assume copyright for any
published material; all rights are retained by the author. All
submissions are reviewed by the Editorial Board and final deci
sions are made by the Editor-in-Chief.
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slaught was five wounded, and
two dead receptionists. Too bad
he didn’t go to Florida because
they could have probably granted
him religious salvation also.
It is people like Hill and Salvi
that mark the clear difference be
tween the pro-lifer and the anti
abortionists. Both represent the
extreme latter. Hill should have
received a life of fun filled im
prisonment, made him work his
way to heaven. The same goes to
Salvi.
I am a pro-lifer. I do NOT
agree with any of the tactics em
ployed by either Salvi or Hill. To
niera white male, pro-life in€ans
this: I do everything in my power
to stop from becoming responsible
for the conception of an unwanted
baby. I do, however, realize that I
am a man and will never have to
face the decision on the same scale
as women are forced to.
I can in no way understand
what they go through, no do I
force my opinions on women in
that predicament. I can however
hope and pray for anyone caught
in an unwanted pregnancy. And I
do.
However, everyone must re
alize that Hill and Salvi do not
represent me, the clergy or a good
portion of pro-lifers. This is not a
matter of choice anymore; it has
become a matter of survival and
the state of Florida has opened the
season. God help us all.
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NEWS FROM TULSA
By Chris Nicholson
Contributing Editor
“You want to go out with me
forApril, May and June? Or if
you’re busy then, how about Sat
urday night?”
“If I told you that you had a
great body, would you hold it
against me?”
“H ere’s
a quarter.
Call
your
mom and tell
heryou’renot
coming home
tonight.”
“If you
want to talk
about
the
problems with your boyfriend,
give me a call.”
Or how about this classic:
“What’s your sign?”
I have used all of these lines,
and they have had the wonderful
effect of getting me the following
positive feedback from assorted
females: “No.” “Get lost.” “I’d
rather eat a frozen hockey puck.”
“If you even look at me again from
a distance of less than six and a
half miles I will personally intro
duce you to my boyfriend Butcher
who was kicked out of the NFL
last year because he ate too many
linebackers.”
No, seriously, I have never

used any of those lines. In fact, I
have never used a “line” at all.
Well, that’s not exactly true, but
we don’t have to get into that
whole episode...! mean, every
body has asked out a transvestite
at one time or another, right?
Anyway, Valentine’s Day is
around the proverbial comer. ‘Tis
the season of love. ‘Tis the season
of romance. ‘Tis the season to be
broke for the rest of February be
cause you had to buy your sig
nificant other about 40 gifts be
cause he/she would not tell you
what he/she wanted because If
you loved me then you’d already
know what I wanted, so instead
you had to buy lots of things to
cover the desperate odds of maybe
having one of those gifts actually
resemble the special something
that he/she actually wanted in the
first place. Ah, love.
‘Tis also the time of year when
those gems of pickup lines will be
in abundant use. Is it because
guys are too lazy to come up with
anything better? No. Is it because
Clinton screwed up again and now
the nation can’t afford to stockpile
good pickup lines anymore? No.
It’s because.. .brace yourself,
ladies.. .it is not easy to ask some
one out. I had a conversation with
a woman at work recently in which
she explained to me how easy it is
to just walk up to a woman and
humiliate yourself. She was actu-

ally surprised to learn the “the
male’s perspective.”
Asking someone out is actu
ally a process. The stages of asking
out a woman are:
The H um iliating Night
mares Stage: Asking someone out
seems easy enough on paper, but
in your head it usually goes more
like this:
“Hi, urn...urn...” What’s
hername again? “M arda/...I was
wondering if...”
{Silence}
“Maybe we could, um ...”
{Silence}
“Go gout sometime.. .1 mean
out sometime.”
(Si
lence } (<- broken silence)
“Or maybe I could plunge
this plastic fork deep into my chest,
rip my heart out and throw it on
the floor and let you stomp on it
repeatedly.” (I’m only thinking
this, but actually it would save
time—it’s how most of my rela
tionships end up anyway.)
The A rth u r F o n zarelli
Stage: This is the stage wherein
you believe she has no human way
of controlling her hormones in
your presence. Your chest gets
six inches thicker, you grow new
sweat glands, and you begin talk
ing like a short dark-haired man
with a vaguely southem-European
accent. Luckily, after about five
to ten minutes in this second stage.

the first stage returns and smacks
you in the back of the head.
The “That's Not the Way
the Script Goes!” Stage: This is
when you build perfect scripts in
your head for how your verbal
proposal will happen. Guys who
are not patient enough to let this
stage pass are likely to face the
following scenario: Your script
reads: “I was thinking, I never go
out for dinner anymore.” “Me
neither, I wish someone would
ask me out.” What actually hap
pens: “I was thinking. I never go
out for dinner anymore.” “Re
ally? Like I was saying before you
interrupted me, I have four exams
this week, and all my books are
still in my car which I lost in the
parking lot Tuesday....”
The Final Stage: There isn't
one. Stages one through three go
on forever, like State of the Union
addresses.
Though most guys will never
admit this to you, yes, proposing
dates is unnerving. Maybe that’s
why the ladies usually leave it to
the guys. It’s a good thing they do,
though, because the one who asks
for the date usually has to also pay
for the date.
But I believe in equality:equal
pay, equal access to golf courses,
and equal opportunities to share
the pressures of asking people out.
Did I mention that I’m single and
looking?
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To the Editor,
A couple of weeks after a
costly sham of a “holiday” was
shoved down our throats, in honor
of a man who was supposed to be
a man of God we have an entire
month beating us over the head. It
is called “black history month.”
The same small percentage
of the black population, as well as
the whites that bow before them,
who cry, stomp and shout that
they still are excluded, turn right
around and demand to be given
special treatment and honors.
Most good Americans could
not care less about such garbage.

T roubles

In God’s eyes, people are created
equal. It does not mean that all
“cultures” are equal, or everyone
is guaranteed equal results. The
truth should be taught and if
someone’s feelings are hurt, its
too bad.
As long as lies are taught as
truth and as long as certain seg
ments of a race of people demand
to be worshiped, we will never be
an undivided nation, but a nation
that pardons and excuses this
country’s “chosen race” and con
tinues to tell them that they need
to be singled out. This implies
that something is wrong with them
and that they must have their hands

held, walked though life and be
catered to “womb to the tomb.”
In closing, I would like to
extend a tip of the cap to Colleen
V. Clancy for her outstanding letter
in the Feb. 2 edition of the Spec
trum. She’s a courageous young
lady.
I, too, am of Irish background
and have taken the brunt of many
slurs and jokes over the years and
never thought twice about them. I
am secure in who I am and al
though I do not eat potatoes three
times a day and am not a drunk, I
do realize that a slightly higher
percentage of Irish are drunks and
do eat potatoes often. Most ste-

trying to reach out and touch som eone

To the Editor:
It was a Thursday afternoon
and I was sitting in my room
waiting for the telephone to ring.
It just so happens that my aunt was
having twins. I was so excited and
I couldn’t wait to hear the other
end of the receiver and hear what
my mom was going to tell me that
she had.
I waited and waited until fi
nally I had to pick up the telephone
myself and call home, just another
call that can be added to my bill,
which, last month, was $142.00.
My mom pick up the phone and of
course I’m just a little upset that I
didnt’tgetacall. She told me that

my phone had been busy all day. I
wasn’t even on the phone, how
could that be?
The phone system here just,
STINKS! I was away one week
end and my mom told me that my
family had been trying to call me
all weekend and all they got was a
busy signal. What is going on?
People’s access codes have been
turned off without warning, going
days or maybe even weeks with
out the use of the phone. Also the
fact that the phone bills haven’t
been coming in on time and not
only are you getting the bill, but
even your parents are getting your
bill at home. This is happening
even after you had signed the form

saying that you just wanted it sent
to your school address.
I think the system should get
just a little more organized.
Hopefully they will send out those
warnings for people before they
reach the $100 limit and get their
access codes turned off.
Denise Lindmark
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reotypes are based in fact. So if
someone wants to write an “Irish
Bell Curve,” God bless them.
Maybe I will do it myself!
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TO THE OUTSIDE
WORLD?
To the Editor:
Just a suggestion to the
SHU library that would be very
beneficial to students. How
about a ^ p la y of a variety of
current magazines for students
to read while at the library?
My high school had this
and it was an excellent way of
bringing students closer to the
outside world as well as current
events.
As a resident student
without a car, it isn’t always
easy to buy a magazine; not to
mention that they can get ex
pensive. The library could
probably get a good deal if it
was to subscribe to several dif
ferent magazines.
I hope it will consider this
and that other students will
suggest it.
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Singleton provides chilling masterpiece
Led by cast and script, Higher Learning proves to be one for the ages
By Jonathan McCarthy
Associate Editor
In this day and age the typical
movie goer is swamped by actionadventure and comedy genres. It
is extremely rare that a filmaker/
director is willing to take a chance.
However John Singleton has
proven time and time again that he
is that willing individual.
First with Boys in The Hood
and now with Higher Learning,
Singleton has taken the chance to
explore, explain and at some points
rationalize what it is that is af
fecting this so called apathetic
generation.
Through the eyes of Malik
(Omar Epps), an athletic scholar
ship student and Kristen (Kristy
Swanson), a shy, suburban stu
dent, Singleton shows how issues
of race, sex and self-awareness
have a somewhat adverse affect
on students from all backgrounds
in this day and age.
For Malik, his struggle is to
find a sense of identity. This is
taught to him from two distinctly
different view points. The first is
from his political science teacher
played by Laurence Fishbum, who
tries to teach Malik what it means
to be a good citizen, no matter
what your race or creed. For Malik

FILM
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as an African American he repre
sents his struggle negatively and
seems to have a need for revenge.
His second viewpoint is provided

by a long time student and activ
ist, played by Ice Cube, who is out
to teach him that his struggle will
never end because of his race.

For Kristen, the story is dif
ferent. Being a naive suburbanite
she has trouble coming to grips
with life on a huge state campus.

She doesn’t seem to believe that
all the problems that she hears
about on the news will ever affect
her. This day dream notion comes
abruptly to an end when she be
comes a victim of date rape. It is
at this point that she becomes ac
quainted with a women's activist,
played by Jennifer Connely, with
whom she explores her sexuality.
Throughout the film Singleton explores all the problems that
can be seen on a state campus.
Part of this is seen through
Remmy (Michael Rapaport), who
is a farm boy from Idaho and finds
serenity with a group of NeoNazis who provide for him a niche
in a society that he is not prepared
for.
Singleton was billed as the
“most promising young director”
after his Boys in The Hood success
and with HigherLearning it seems
« to ring true. , . ^
His devastating, emotionally
charged film provides this gen
eration with a perhaps painful look
at what makes them tick. Backed
with and all-star cast and a mov
ing soundtrack, this movie is by
far one of the best made in a long
time.

A taste of Ireland in Trumbull
By Matt Bronson
Stajf Writer
A fundraiser for the sisters of
St. Joseph’s Manor will include
Irish folk music by the trio of
musicians named Barley Bree.
The event, scheduled for
Saturday, Feb. 11 at 8 p.m., will be
held in the Trumbull High School
auditorium.
“This is the second year the
Barley Bree has played at the
benefit,” said Irene Noble of St.
Joseph’s Manor. “Judging by last
year’s response, everyone will be
sure to have a good time.”
According to Noble, the group
puts on a great performance. Last
year’s show was a sellout.
Although they mostly play
music, the trio also entertains the
crowd by delivering many jokes
throughout the evening. They like
to get the crowd involved with the
music. If you’re practicing your
Irish Jig for Mar. 17, this is the
place to be.
Jennifer Thurston, a sopho
more communication major from

MUSIC
Ronconkoma, NY, said, “My dad
always listened to Irish music and
I think it’s exciting that people are
listening to other music besides
rock.”
Noble says that many of
Barley Bree’s songs will have the
audience clapping their hands and
stomping their feet.
Noble adds, “You don’t have
to be Irish to attend the concert,”
as the often fast paced music is
“fun for everyone to listen to.”
Besides, the Irish will always
tell you that everyone has just a
little bit of the “old sod” in them.
There will be an intermission,
with Irish soda bread and bever
ages served.
Tickets for the show are al
ready on sale and are going fast.
Last year’s concert was a huge
success, with most of the proceeds
going to the sisters of St. Joseph’s
Manor.
Tickets are $20 and may be
purchased by calling (203) 2686204.
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Tarantino sees future
Jason Mazaik
Asst. A & E Editor
Last Saturday I had the plea
sure to view one of the best films
I have seen in recent years. The
film was Pulp Fiction.
This movie was released sev
eral months ago, ran a short adver-

FILM
brought to the screen. Tarantino
used a unique format for telling
the Pulp Fiction tale. The only
other movie I’ve seen done in a
comparable
format
was
Tarantino’s Reservoir Dogs.
What Tarantino did in Pulp Fic-

A & E B r ie fs
Compiled by Melissa Bruno

should be considered for other
movies. This innovative, and ex
citing format hooks the audience
and keeps the viewer glued to the
plot due to its rapid shifts. I do not
know if any other director has the
vision to produce a movie like
Pulp Fiction, but an attempt should
be made to utilize this movie for
mat to its fullest. Whether this

The Old Boy to open in Stratford
Friday, Feb, 10 is opening night for The Old
Boy, A.R. Gurney’s provocative political play,
performed by the Square One Theatre Company in
Stratford, at the Stratford Theatre at 8 p.m. All seats
must be reserved, and tickets are $12. Discounts are
availabe for students and seniors. For tickets or
more information, contact the Box Office at (203)
375-8778.

Stamford Symphony Pops celebrates love

rising campaign, and silently be
came one of the nations most
popular films. I was both im
pressed and amazed at the inten
sity of the movie. I will openly
admit that the cast was partly the
cause of my infatuation.
Pulp Fiction starred John
Travolta and Samuel Jackson as a
pair of ruthless enforcers, who in
between killing and causing
trouble, cany on witty intellectual
conversations throughout the flick.
Bruce Willis jump-starts his act
ing career portraying the slidK*
arena boxer. Butch, who betrays
the mob by refusing to throw a
fight. The movie also features
Harvey Kitel, Christopher Walken
and Quentin Tarantino himself.
What hooked me on the
movie, however, was the stunning
vision that Quentin Tarantino

tion was to take the lives of a
group of social deviants and de
pict how they are intertwined.
Perhaps the best way to describe
his genius is to tell the tale of the
movie.
The movie opens with a
couple who is robbing a small
diner, then shifts to the Travolta
and Jackson characters as they run
a mission to hunt down some
missing funds for their mob boss.
The focus then switches to Butch’s
story.
Following Butch’s story is the
rest of Travolta’s and Jackson’s
day. The movie concludes with
Travolta and Jackson eating in the
same diner that is being held up by
the loving couple that we saw at
the beginning of the show.
T arantino’s completely
unique presentation of this film

Boston is back
By Tom Fitzsimmons
Stajf Writer
Finally, 7 years after their last
release Third Stage, Boston is back
with their fourth album. Walk On.
Considering Third Stage was
released in 1987, also the year of
their last U.S. tour, Boston had all
but dropped off the face of the
earth. But in their hiatus, they
were busy developing new audio
devices, development techniques,
their own personal recording stu
dio (their second one) andwere
even in a legal fight with CBS
Records, Inc. concerning their
right to make quality rock music
their way, rather than fit the busi
ness plans of CBS.
Years of hard work, delibera
tion and heartache enabled Boston
to produce the hard-edged, deep
hitting rock and roll they have
become famous for.
In listening to Walk On, it is
obvious that Boston does not take
their music lightly. Energy-filled
songs like “I Need Your Love”
and the title song, “Walk On,”
followed by lyrically brilliant
ballads like “What’s Your Name”
and “Surrender To Me” keep the
listener captivated for the entire
length of the album.

MUSIC
The classic Boston sound,
best described as heavy guitars,
big Hammond B-3 organs and
piercing lead vocals emphasized
by incredibly harmonized back
grounds all mixed into one, still
exists on this album, with a tinge
of blues mixed in.
To achieve this kind of sound
is impressive for any band. But
considering Boston does it all
without the help of dmm machines,
samplers, synthesizers or any of
those electronic aids, makes their
music that much more impressive
and their live show that much bet
ter. No wonder it took them 7
years and 89 versions to produce
Walk On.
Yes, 7 years is much too long
to wait in between Boston albums
but the final product was well
worth the wait. Quality music
with sounds capable of sending
any listener into a dreamlike state
and any musician into a state of
awe, followed by lyrics that in
spire deep thought all wrapped up
in a politically correct package
(Boston opposes domestic vio
lence, fur, veal and hunting) is a
worthy addition to any CD collec
tion.

happens or not. Pulp Fiction has
left its mark in the history of the
silver screen.
If you have seen Pulp Fic
tion, see it again, if you have not
seen this revolutionary release I
offer a prayer for you;
^
“The path of the righteous
man is beset on all sides by the
inequities of the selfish and the
tyranny of evil men. Blessed is he
who in the name of charity and
good will shepherds the weak
through the valley of darkness, for
he is truly his brothers keeper and
the finder of lost children. And I
will strike down upon thee with
great vengeance and furious an
ger those who attempt to poison
and destroy my brothers. And you
will know my name is the lord
when I lay my vengeance upon
thee.” -Ezekiel 25:17-

The Power o f Love, music in celebration of
love and romance, will be performed at the Palace
Theatre in Stamford by the Stamford Symphony
Pops an Saturday, Feb. 11 at 8:30 p.m. Tickets are
$12 to $40 and available through the Box Office at
(203) 325-1407.

CT Symphonic Band to play at SHU
The Connecticut Symphonic Band will present
a concert in the University Theatre on Sunday, Feb.
12 at 2 p.m. In addition to marches, the program
includes a variety of descriptive pieces. Admission
is free.

Marshall Crenshaw plays Toad's Place
Marshall Crenshaw will be perfonning at
Toad’s Place on Tuesday, Feb. 14 for a 21 and over
show. Doors open at 8 p.m. Tickets are available
through the Toad’s Place Box Office at (203) 624TOAD.

Walton Hollow presents
D ouglas T

uchm an,

T

alent
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o o r d in a t o r

BLUEGRASS
A t S a c re d H e a rt U n iversity
Saturday
February

11,1995

8:00 p.m.
SHU
Theatre
Tickets: $15
($10 SHU
community w/lD)
Box office information:
(203) 374-2777

Featuring Larry Cordle and
Glen Duncan with Doyle
Lawson and Quicksilver

What you eat makes up who you are
Healthy foods benefit with energy and well-being
By Gina Noreill
Staff Writer
Sometimes I daydream about
the chicken soup that I make
whenever I am home. There’s
something about it that makes me
feel so healthy after eating it, with
its fresh carrots, com, celery, on
ions, zucchini, a generous dose of
various secret spices and shred
ded pieces of chicken. One bowl
of this soup helps to relieve the
symptoms of a cold or fever, erase
a winter chill, or satisfy a craving
for good-old Italian food. Indeed,
it is food for the soul.
There are many foods that
induce feelings of well-being such
as homemade chicken soup. Sci
ence has discovered that there is a
direct correlation between what
yOu eat (or don’t eat for that mat
ter) and how you feel.
Food is very powerful. Con
sider, for example, aphrodisiacs.
Aphrodisiacs are food believed to
increase sexual behavior and the
feeling of desirability: oysters,
caviar, strawberries and spices,
such as nutmeg, saffron and gin
ger.
Food affects people ’s moods.
Have you ever suddenly felt dizzy
late in the afternoon or after going
a long time without eating? This
is due to a low level of sugar in
your blood that accompanies a
lack of adequate food. If you have
a glass of orange juice or some
thing containing natural sugar, you
would soon find your dizziness

Key
O Fat (naturally
occurring and added)
Q Sugars (added)
These symbols show fats
oils, and added sugars in
foods.

Bread, cereal,
rice, and pasta
group

6-11 Servings

The Department of Agriculture uses this food pyramid to show the properly balanced diet
Americans should have.
and sluggishness vanishing almost
instantly. However if you suspect
that the dizziness is due to a medi
cal problem, consult a doctor.
According to R.N. MaryAnn
Norelli, vitamin supplements are
a good thing to take daily.
“A decrease in proper
amounts of good foods which pro
vide vitamins for the body to re
plenish itself will result in dry,
lifeless hair; dry skin; cracked

nails; pale skin and weak bones,”
said Norelli. “It is essential to
supplement your daily intake of
food with a vitamin and mineral
supplement,” she added.
If you constantly eat junk
food, food that is high in “empty
calories” from large amounts of
fat and sugar, you will soon find
yourself low on energy and per
haps unable to meet the many de
mands you encounter each day.

Enjoying and learning from a fast-paced life

Cam pus Interview s
February 22,1995
OLDE, America's Full Service Discount Broker?^
is looking for motivated people to establish a
career in the brokerage business.
OLDE offers:
12-18 month paid training program
Potential six-figure income
Excellent benefits
If you possess excellent communication skills,
general market knowledge and the desire to
excel, sign up for an on-campus interview on
February 22,1995 in the Career Center.
If you are imable to arrange an interview call:

1800 937-0606
or send resume to:
OLDE Discount Stockbrokers
National Recruiting
751 Griswold Street
Detroit, MI 48226

Moum
DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS
M em ber NYSE an d SIPC

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Mike Gallas, a sophomore and
computer science major from
Freehold, NJ, described how one
of his friends views his eating hab
its. “He says that my four basic
food groups are caffeine, fat, junk
food and anything else,” he said.
Another adverse effect of in
dulging often in empty calorie
foods is the possible result of gain
ing excess weight. This extra
weight ranges from being a few

pounds too heavy for your body ’s
frame size and height to being
noticeably obese.
The Mayo Clinic Health
Book states that it is seldom due
to genetics or biological factors
that people are overweight. We
often pick up certain eating habits
and then are more prone to con
suming tasty but unhealthy foods
in excess amounts.
Luckily, bad eating habits
aind obesity are reversible with
some effort!
Our bodies run by mecha
nisms very similar to how a car
runs. As a car fails to run without
the proper fuel, our bodies also
fail .to run properly without the
right foods.
So why is it that when it
comes to fueling our bodies with
proper nutrients, we don’t always
recognize the direct relationship
between what we put into our
bodies and how we feel?
Foods very high in fat and
sugar should be eaten only in
moderation because they have
very little nutritional value.
Kathy Augustyn, a first-year
student from Milford, Ct. major
ing in Biology, is an advocate of
healthy eating. “I’ve always eaten
healthy in order to stay in good
shape," she said. "If I eat un
healthy, I’ll feel really sick after
wards and I won’t feel as ener
gized.”
The more you eat healthy
foods, the less you will eat foods
that give your body little benefit.

' ' ‘' - I t K l
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By Theresa Hickey
Staff Writer
As students and children of a
fast paced society, we tend to take
great pains to keep up. At college
we try to rush through core classes
to get our required major classes.
We not only try to rush
through the academics of college
but we keep moving constantly in
our social lives. We have become
so caught up in the need to have
fun we have lost appreciation for
the small details which enrich
everyday life.
“I’m bored, there’s nothing
to do here” is a common comment
said around campus. A recent
article in Cosmopolitan reminds
us to “go for the ride.” Carol
Weston of Cosmo suggests an at
titude change towards the mun
dane can make a person realize
that their life is great. One thing
Weston wishes she could have
done while in school was to “leam

from the lectures and soak up dorm
life” rather than worrying about
her future job.
“Going for the ride” may seem
overly excessive but students here
at Sacred Heart notice that if they
take part in events and social ac
tivities, they enjoy the campus at
mosphere more.
Everyone has taken one core
class, such as “Civilizations,” for
graduation requirements. Allison
Willigar, a biology major from
Bangor, Maine, said, “Civiliza
tions allowed me to understand
how we, as a society, got where we
are today.”
“One can’t understand the
position our technology is in today.
if we didn’t look at events such as
the Industrial Revolution,” she
added.
Some students may grumble
when they have to fit the required
“Introduction to Religious Studies”
into their class schedules. One
junior said she hated the class while
enrolled in it, but now she applies

what she learned in religion into
her everyday life, refering to it as
Life 101.
These students have realized
that core classes really have use
ful knowledge that should be
given extra time to leam.
Next time you’re sitting in
class, begging the clock to speed
up, listen to the professor. You
will appreciate what is said about
the subject and even remember
the association it has on an exam.
When life gets you down be
cause of running around with a
million tasks to do, take Weston’s
advice— enjoy what the task is
doing for you. Don’t let this time
of great learning pass you by.
Join the activities happening on
campus so you can say you have
experienced college life.
If these ideas still do not
slow you down, take a look at
what is going on around you and
smile at something you may take
for granted. Guaranteed, your
day will proceed more smoothly.
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CLEP: Sacred Heart’s best kept secret
By Joe Collett
Contributing Writer
How would you like to get
credit for a Class and not even
attend one lecture? Well this is
possible through CLEP, or the
College Level Examination Pro
gram.
Academic Vice President and
University Registrar, Doug Bohn,
explained that the CLEP stan
dardizing testing system is widely
used in institutions of higher
learning.
For students to receive credit
from CLEP, they must pass the

the specific material before even
registering for the exam. Dean of
Freshman Michael Bozzone said,
“It’s a great way to make up cred
its that were lost somehow, but
you should have some specialized
knowledge in that particular area
of testing.”
The number of students tak
ing the CLEP exams last year was
162 and that number has not
changed in the last 20 years. Asso
ciate Dean of Continuing Educa
tion, Edward Donato, stated his
opinion on the constant number of
test takers, “Although our num
bers have been about the same

sition exam. The director of this
p ro g r^ . Dr. Allison Wariner,
stated that adults and returning
students only should take the
exam. “The writing skills of a
returning student are usually
better than that of a first-year
student because of their job or life
experience,” said Wariner. The
CLEP booklet shares the same
view, “Adults returning to college
often come with a unique set of
skills that are not always chal
lenged in the introductory
courses.”
I asked five students on cam
pus if they have ever heard of
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C’MON talks about “Eros,Amore & Cookies*’^
CM’ON is having a meeting with the topic
known as “Eros, Amore & Cookies” tonight at 8 p.m.
in the West Hall Great Room. All students are wel
come to attend.
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Debate Society
The Debate Society meets every Tuesday from 3
to 5 p.m. in N206. All students are welcome.

Quilt for A.I.D.S. project
A group of students and faculty who make quilts
for people with A.l.D.S. meets every Tuesday at 7:30
p.m. in the West Hall Great Room. For more informa
tion, please contact Dr. Marian Calabrese in the
Engli.sh Department or Robyn Ferguson in the Student
Government office.

For over 20 years,
CLEP has been an
option to SHU
students.
test in a specific academic disci
pline. The pass/fail tests are held
once a month, every month. The
grade from your test does not help
or hinder a student’s G.P.A., be
cause only the credits count. About
half the students taking the CLEP
tests are from Sacred Heart. It is
open to everyone.
CLEP provides a booklet with
test questions for every exam along
with the recommended text. Stu
dents are usually very familiar with
-------------------

......I.................... .

over the years, we are still one of CLEP. Not one single person had
the leading test centers in New any idea of what I was talking
about. The closest response to
England.”
Some tests are found to be having any knowledge of CLEP
more popular that others. Last was, “I think I’ve heard of it be
year the foreign language tests, fore, but I don’t know what it is.”
which include Spanish, French, and
CLEP is described in the
German, had 42 tests taken. Of the University catalogue but not many
20 different exams, 1/4 of the total students sign up for the tests.
number of people taking the tests
One is able to take up to 66
were in the foreign language di credits in CLEP and each exam
costs $65. Maybe if students re
vision.
Another area that shows alized the bargain of CLEP, more
popularity is the English Compo would opt for the testing.

Read about falling in love, being in love and
falling out of love in next week^s issue...

SPECTRUM valentine sale
Would you like to express your love in print?
Want to tell your crush how you feel? The SPEC
TRUM is selling Valentine’s Day ads until tomorrow
outside the Cafe. Each valentine costs $1.00. These
ads will appear in next week’s issue.

Aerobics at the Jewish Community Center
The JCC is offering aerobic classes to Sacred
Heart students. All different workouts are available.
SHU students pay $50.00 for the semester. For more
information, please contact Anita at 261-9323,
All clubs and organizations, please send notices to Spectrum.
■Mm; Michele Herrmann.

________

J
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One girl’s story: ”It was like he had mental control over me.
By Michele Herrmann
Features Editor
Relationships, as everyone
knows, can have their rollercoaster
“ups and downs.” Butwhenthe “bad
times” persist, it may be time to bail
out. Recently a student (her name
has been changedfor privacy) talked
about a relationship that turned sour,
hoping that her experience would help
.others caught in a similar bind to do
something about it.

“Sarah” lies on her bed play
ing with her hair. The room is
almost completely dark but I can
see her a little from the light pro
vided by a desk lamp. She ap
pears sullen but relaxed as she sits
up and begins to tell me a story
about her relationship with an exboyfriend— one that she is now
trying to put behind her.
She met him when she was
14; he was a few years older. “We
just talked at first, basically over
the phone,” she says. About three
months later, he asked her out.
Over the phone “Louis”
sounded fine to her. Sarah also
confided that her young age made
her more interested. “Being four
teen, young and stupid, he seemed
like a nice guy,” she remembers.
In the beginning of the rela
tionship, everything was okay.
“Things seemed fine for a while,”
she says.
A month or so later, the na
ture of their relationship changed.
Louis’ behavior towards her
shifted. “We always went where

he wanted to go. I couldn’t go out
with my friends. When we did go
someplace, he made it sound like
he didn’t have fun,” she recalls.

“He made me feel that I had
to stay in the relationship for two
reasons,” she replies. “One was

etrated me.” This time she kicked
him off. “To say the least, I was
really, really upset.”

every day. He threatened to beat
up Sarah’s current boyfriend and
to “shoot him with a shotgun.”

'
Louis started to cry and kept
*bn saying to her, “You’re my girl
friend. I didn’t do anything wrong.
That’s not rape.”
With the help of a friend, she
finally was able to get out of the
-relationship. “My friend made me
realize that no one deserves what I
was put through,” Sarah says.
When she told Louis that they
were finished, he would not be
lieve her. He tried to win her back
by buying her jewelry, clothes and
electronic equipment. “[He gave
me] anything he thought I’d like to
make me stay,” she says. “I know
now that he didn’t love me.”
Louis continued calling her

Her boyfriend had a talk with Louis
on the phone telling him that he
was upsetting her. “I told him I
knew what he did,” he says.
Sarah is now happy with her
new boyfriend and is trying to put
the past behind her. “I’ve learned
that you should do what’s best for
you.” Sarah does not want to seek
professional help. She mostly
wants to get on with her life. “My
family doesn’t know,” she adds.
“Only a few friends that I trust.”

‘‘The hallmark of an
abusive relationship is
that the perpetrator is
in total control,
making the victim feel
powerless to survive
alone." Illinois Police
Chief Karla
Osantowski

“He blew things way out of
proportion,” she says. “He would
twist my words around or totally
misinterpret what I wanted to say.
It was like he had mental control
over me.”
One time they went to get
some food and Louis asked her if
she wanted ice cream. Sarah said
no. Louis started shouting, “You
don’t like ice cream. You don’t
like people who like ice cream.
You don’t like me.”
“He made it sound like he was
always right and I was always
wrong,” says Sarah. She says that
if Louis was having a hard time
with school or work, he would
blame her for his trouble. “It was
my fault that he was stressing."

i/sii aW

because I wouldn’t find someone
else, and two because if I did, it
would hurt his life way too much.”
About five or six months into
the relationship, Louis began to
pressure her physically.
“If I didn’t feel like doing
anything or if I was sick, he more
than pushed me.” Once Louis
grabbed her hand and forced her
to feel him. When he saw that he
had upset her, he apologized. But
Sarah could tell that his apology
wasn’t meaningful.
Two times he attacked her.
The first time she had mono; the
second she was asleep. “I woke
up with a surprise. He had pen-

“Sarah” is not alone in her ex
perience. If you know o f someone in
an abusive relationship, counsel the
person to seek help.
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Prologue

grows with new members, new ideas and hard work

By Bethany Treffs
Contributing Writer
The people who are respon
sible for Sacred Heart University ’s
yearbook, the Prologue, are busy
snapping photos and meeting
deadlines as they trek toward the
completion of the 1994-1995
chronicle of campus life.
Junior Laura Geier, in her
second year as P/'o/ogMC editor, is
pleased with the current progress
of the yearbook. "Working with a
staff of 8 to 10 consistent mem
bers is an improvement from the
staff of 4 that the Prologue
struggled with last year," said
Geier.
The increased involvement
is due to Student Activities. “The
Activities Office began recruiting
staff members during the sum
mer,” said A1 Precourt, program

assistant and co-advisor of the
Prologue.

Prologue copies comes pri
marily from Student Government

and the student activities fee that
each student pays. Full time un

dergraduate students who pay their
student activities fee receive a copy
of the Prologue at no charge.
Seniors are mailed a copy of
the Prologue directly from the
publishing company. Resident
students obtain their books via
residence hall directors. Com
muters may pick up their copies in
the Prologue office.
Geier and the Pro/ogtie staff
are busy making improvements to
the yearbook. “We are going for
a showpiece look to the book,”said
Geier.
Geier, Kelly and Precourt
would like to see more senior in
volvement with the Prologue.
“This is the Senior book,” Precourt
stated. She noted that the major
ity of the current Prologue staff is
first-year students.
Meetings are Sunday nights
at 7 p.m. in the Prologue office.

Jackie Polanco: Reaching out to help others
nephew. “I grew up speaking
Spanish at home and English at
school.”
Jackie transferred from Trin
. A little anxious and very po ity College in Washington, D.C.,
lite, this neat but fashionably during the spring 1994 semester.
Returning to her hometown
dressed chemistry and psychol
ogy double major is very sure of university, Jackie noticed the
herself and what she is involved changes.
“The cafe used to be the
in.
Don’t let Jackie Polanco’s 5 ’3 hangout for my friends and I,”
height fool you— she is capable said Jackie who now uses Hawley
Lounge as a social spot. “But
of meeting very high standards.
“Jackie is an extremely en when events are happening in
thusiastic, energetic young Hawley, there is no where to go.
woman,” said Phyliss Mackledt, -Commuters-really have no place'
coordinator of service learning at to hang out.”
Though Jackie isn’t too happy
Sacred Heart. “She goes above
about the new arrangement in the
and beyond the call of duty.” '
Jackie’s naturally sun kissed dining hall, she views the changes
complexion , black hair and dark as an overall improvement for the
!
eyes can be credited to her ethnic .University.
“The expansion and growth
background.
“My parents are from Puerto is great,” added Jackie.
This bubbly sports fanatic
Rico, but I was bom here,” said
Jackie whose immediate family admits to having a weak spot for
also includes an older sister and a the more physical athletics. “I
By Denise Mathews
Contributing Writer

Americorps, according to
love watching hockey and foot
Jackie, is similar to a domestic
ball,” said Jackie.
Jackie may seem, like the peace corps. Members must com
typical college student, but she is plete 1700 hours of work per year
far from it. Jackie is one of the two and are paid a $4725 college sti
current SHU students who are ac pend plus living expenses. .
“I heard about it while I was
tive members of Americorps.
in Washington,” said Jackie.
“When I came back home, I

knew I wanted to be involved. I
had to make a lot of phone calls to
get in, but it’s worth it.”
Jackie’s particular duty in
Americorps is Habitat for Hu
manity. She rounds up volun
teers, makes phone calls and of
fers a chance for low income
families to become homeowners.
“I’ve always wanted to do
something for my community,”
said Jackie. “With Americorps,
I’m actually doing it. I don’t feel
useless.” ^
^.
’*^'‘^ veh after all the time Tackid
dedicates to Americorps, she still
finds time to be a member of the
SHU color guard team.
Where does a student like
Jackie get all her motivation? “I
met Mrs. Pezo, a social worker, in
high school,” said Jackie. “She is
a Puerto Rican woman who is
very respected, loves her commu
nity and loves working with kids.”
Jackie sees herself as caring
and helpful. It is all to obvious in
her case.

HOURS OF OPERATION
THE DINING HALL

THE FACULTY
LOUNGE CAFE

M O N D A Y - FRID AY
BREAKFAST
7:30 - 10:00
LU NCH
10:30 - 2:00
DINNER
4:30 - 7:00
PM SNACKS
7:30 - 11:00

M O N D AY - F R ID A Y
BREAKFAST
7:30 - 10:30
LU NCH
CLOSED
DINNER
4:00 - 7:30
EVENINGS
CLOSED

SA TURD A Y
BRU NC H
DINNER
PM SNACK

SATURDA Y & SUNDA Y
SA TU R D A Y 7:00am-7:30pm

& SUNDA Y
10:30-2:00
4:30 - 7:00
7:30 ■ 11:00

SU N D AY

CLOSED

THE DINING HALL
WILL NOW BE OPEN
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
FROM

2:00PM - 4:00 PM
FOR
DELI, GRILL, PIZZA, SALAD
AND MORE. . .
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Tour guides show off campus
By Kenneth Bauer
Contributing Writer
Thirty students on this cam
pus sell our school everyday. They
are tour guides, and the majority
of them do it for money through
the work study program.
But it’s not just the money
that satisfies these students.
Sophomore political science ma
jor and tour leader Laura Baldino
said, “It’s a wonderful feeling
when students I have given tours
to recognize me and tell me about
the influence I had on their deci
sion to come here.”
Heather St. Peter, a sopho
more tour guide with an undecided
major, relates one of her special
stories. “One girl I had a tour with
in October asked me for my ad
dress and now writes me,” said St.
Peter.
Being a tour guide on campus
is not an easy job and not every
one is made out for it.
Lori Janowski and Meg
Farley, tour guide coordinators,
explained the process that students

wanting to give tours go through.
Next year, there will be an inter
view process first, to find good
students who enjoy the university.
In addition to the interview, stu
dents also have to go through a
training process.
Tour guides are required to
know more about the school than
the average student. For example,
do you know how many volumes
the library has, or how many acres
make up the campus or the exact
number of exchange students?
With this year’s changes in
the program, some key people have
been added in addition to the
guides.
“Greeters” are students who
meet perspective students and
parents before and after the tour,
to make them feel welcome, and
answer any questions that they
have about the school.
“The reason for good student
tour guides is because they can
make a connection with the fami
lies and students. They know about
the school, and can give a good
impression,” said Kim Jarvis, as
sistant director of admissions.
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9 Unnecessary
10 Ky. college
11 Acetic and
sulfuric
12 Where actors
perform
13 Golf cups
21 Finish
23 Cincinnati team
25 Entreaties
26 Movie dog
27 Seethe
28 Russ, city
29 Swiss river
30 Glossy
32 Salty water
DOWN
33 Loafing
1 Heavenly object 34 Short letter 2 Watchful
35 Dell
attention
36 Withered
3 He had an Irish 38 Disturbs
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4 Show pain
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Compilied by Kevin Carroll

Ladies split
for week
Continued from page 16

Due Proccess law introduced
A new law was introduced in the Missis
sippi legislature this past January called “due
process.” This law would require that college
athletics associations provide certain procedural
protections in enforcement proceedings.
The proposal provides that anyone who
violates the bylaws of collegiate athletics may be
liable for damages suffered by the college or
university as a result o f any penalty brought on to
the institution by the individuals actions.
Similar laws have been struck down in
Nevada and Florida. They remain in effect in
Illinois and Nebraska.

Career program formed for former players
The American Football Coaches Associa
tion and the national Football League have estab
lished a partnership to aid in the transition of
professional athletes from playing to a career in
athletic administration.
The AFCA will administer a fellowship
funded by the NFL that will go to former NFHL
players who are looking to pursue a career in
athletic administration at the collegiate or profes
sional level.
The program will begin in February.

two opponents the last two times
they have met.
UMass-Lowell defeated the
Lady Pioneers handily 76-65, in a
game played at the SHUbox.
Franklin Pierce on the other hand
was a one point heartbreaking loss.
Beth Huber supplied the offense
against UMass-Lowell as she tal
lied 21 points in the loss. Maureen
Delaney knocked down 13 against
Franklin Pierce.
This past week saw the ladies
split two conference games. They
won the first game of the week
convincingly against New Haven
79-63. Denise Shatz led the ladies
with 13, while Theresa DeFilippo
brought down 14 boards.
Sunday, the ladies were
blown-out by LeMoyne College
70-50. No Lady Pioneer reached
double figures in scoring, but
Defilippo managed to grab 12 re
bounds.
The lady cagers stand at 9 and
11 overall. This week the road too
the play-offs continues. The ladies
have the opportunity to decide if
that road will end at the SHUbox.

Burkette reaches 1000 points
Kevin Carroll
Assistant Sports Editor

Intramurals to start
The Activities Office will be holding a
tournament this month with all proceeds going to
charity. The tournament will consist of two
different saga sports games.
On the 13th a NHL 95 tournament will be
held and on the 15th a Mortal Kombat tourney
will be held. Each event coast 50$ and all the
money will be sent to charity.
On Feb. 19 Student Activities will be
starting up intramural basketball at SHLf. It will
be five on five full court games with teams of at
least seven and each team must have at least one
girl on their squad.
For more information on any of the events
call or stop by Student Activities located in the
Hawley Lounge

Johnny Burkette may be one
of the small players out on the
court for the Pioneers men’s bas
ketball team, but he sure does put
up big numbers. At 5'-11" and
155 pounds,
he has just
become
only
the
23rd player
to reach the
thousand
point pla
teau at Sa
cred Heart.
"Being
undersized
is not necessarily a disadvantage,"
said Burkette. "I feel I'm a lot
quicker than most of the players I
play against."

Trainers gain experience
while beconing certilied
By Matt Bronson
Staff Writer
Not many people know about
the services provided by the ath
letic training staff at the Univer
sity. Even fewer people know
about the amount of time and work
it takes to become a certified
trainer.
Why enter the athletic train
ing field? “To be around athletes
and help them in the continuing
process of rehabilitation,” says
Assistant Athletic Trainer, Jon
Russillo.
Trainers are not Just there to
tape up an ankle or put ice on a
bruise. Anyone can do that. Tobe
a trainer, candidates must go
through extensive training. “Stu
dent trainers must work under a

certified trainer for 1,500 hours.
They also have to pass a three part
test to become certified,” says
Russillo.
The test consists of an oral
portion, in which students are
asked questions about injuries, and
a two part written section. In the
written section, students are re
quired to make decisions about
injuries in a test that Russillo called
“unique.”
After reading the questions
the student must fill in the proper
circle for the answer, and if the
answer is wrong, the word “incor
rect” will appear in the circle. If it
is correct the student moves to the
next series of questions, so the test
is almost like a real experience on
p
a
p
e
r
Although the athletic train
ing studies is still offered as a

Freshman guard Christine Perkins (20) prepares to pass to senior
co-captain Patti Dillon (30 in last Sunday's home loss to LeMoyne
Photo by Chris Nicholson
College.

minor, Russillo believes that “the
program is laying the groundwork
for a first-class curriculum. When
the new athletic facility is built the
AT program will be ready to be
offered as a major.”
As student trainers go through
the process of becoming certified,
they gain experience while work
ing with the athletic programs at
the University. Each trainer works
with a specific sport. Kevin
Vining, a senior from Maine, who
is in the program, says, “The op
portunity to work with the teams
is great. It gives us a chance to
learn our skills.”
What is the key to being a
good trainer? Russillo says, ”Be
basic, to the point, and as clear as
possible, and that will gain the
trust and confidence of th« ath
letes.”

The starting point guard for
the Pioneers has been a starter for
the last two years, along with
coming off the bench his first two.
Burkette has gotten the job done
year in and year out.
From Brooklyn, New York,
Burkette played his high school
ball at New Utrecht High School
where he was selected to
Newsday's All-Brooklyn team
and received a All-City honor
able mention. He came to Sacred
Heart in the fall of 1991 and has
contributed to the team in all four
of his years here. His sports he
roes are Kenny Anderson and
Derrick Coleman, of the Nets. An
accounting major, Burkette hopes
to continue his studies and be
come an accountant.
"I came to Sacred Heart be
cause it was a small school,"
Burkette added. "I didn't feel like
getting lost in a big school. The
size was very important to me."
Burkette has been a consis
tent play maker for the Pioneers.
In his first year with the Pioneers,
he was the NECC assist leader
with 6.4 assists per game and fin
ished second for rookie of the year
in the ECAC and NECC. Last

season he lead the team in assists
with 123, ranking him sixth in the
NECC and he scored a career
high 26 points against LeMoyne.
"Johnny loves the game and
plays to win every game," said
Dave Bike coach of the mens
basketball team, "He has made
improvments every year." Bike
went on to say that they have a
good working relationship.
This year Burkette is having
another fine season, averaging
17.5 points per game with a total
of 350 points so far. He is shoot
ing 47.5 percent from the field
and 43 percent from 3 point range.
He recently reached the 1000 point
mark two weeks ago, as the Pio
neers beat New Haven 87-80.
"Johnny is a great player. He
is able to dish it out and score,"
said captain Mike Kimec. "He is
the centerpiece of our team."
This summer Burkette hopes
to play ball down in Puerto Rico.
After Sacred Heart Johnny hopes
to play basketball in Germany,
with teammate Brian Johnson.
They were both approached by a
scout at a summer basketball camp
last year.

Icemen: Lose to Stags
Continued from page 16
Sawyer. Artie had a total of 8
saves, and Bill had a total of 12.
Sacred Heart had 24 shots
on net, so while they outshot
Fairfield, they could not get the
puck past the crease. At 18:28
in the first period, Mike
Silvestro scored, with the assists
going to John Parma and Mike
Riva. SHU did not score again
until the third period, when
Foust was set up by Brian Riva
and Jon Yackmack making the
score 5-2. With 19:22 left in
the period, Keith Shattuck

scored the third and final goal,
assisted by Chris O’Brien and
Doug Sylvester.
The loss to Fairfield was dis
appointing, especially compared
to last year’s second game against
the Stags. (SHU beat the Stags
around this time last year, knock
ing them out of the playoffs).
SHU’srecord overall, isnow
6-11. On Saturday, the team will
be travelling to Villanova. Last
semester, the Pioneers beat
Villanova 6-4, in an emotionally
charged game. This weekend,
hopefully, .will be the same for
the icemen of Sacred Heart.
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Sports Schedule
Thurs.

Fri.____ Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Indoor
Track

Men’s Ice
Hockey

at
Villanova
7:30pm

Men’s
Basketball

at UMass Lowell
4:00pm

Franklui
Kerce
8:00pm

New Haven
SrOOpm

Women’s
Basketball

at Umass Lowell
2:00pm

Franklin
Pierce
6:00pm

New Haven
o.uupni

Men’s
Volleyball

Old
Wralbury
8;00

at
UConn
7:00pm

2;0Opra

at
Queens
7:00

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Volleyball suffers first loss
Team looks ahead to weekend matches
By Melissa Bruno
A & E E ditor

^ TtMJKJtTOWnight at
on their home court, the men
spikers take pn A)ld
College from Long Island, as
they look to improve their record
to 6-1. Last season, the Pioneers
lost to Old Westbury in a dev
astating 5 game match.
On Saturday, the spikers
also play at home, against Ravier
College. This game is at 2 p.m.
and is the first for the Pioneers
against this team.
These games, if won, would
mean that the Pioneers would be
undefeated at home since March
1993. Both matches are impor
tant, as they are both division
matches and count towards the
post-season.
Last Thursday, the men’s
volleyball team defeated
Ramapo College at Ramapo, 30. This brought their record to,
5-0. Game scores were 15-10,
15-12 and 15-13.
On Monday night, the team
traveled to Concordia College,
where they suffered their first
defeat this season, 1-3. Game
scores were 9-15,6-15,15-7 and
8-15.
“We didn’t play as well as
we should have because the in
tensity and the desire to win
weren’t there,” said sophomore
setter Jay Macchia about the
Concordia loss.
Although the match was a
loss, Randall Diaz, senior swing
hitter, had 7 serving aces for the
night. Kevin Yee, sophomore
outside hitter, had 11 kills.
Sacred Heart travels to
Concordia again later in the sea
son for a tournament. Many of
the players expressed their desire
to improve their game and return
to that tournament a stronger,
more together team.
With their record currently
at 5-1, the team is looking for
^ two wins this weekend at home.

Z/G O N
SPORTS
Professional baseball’s labor war has finally
sunk to a disgusting low. President Bill Clinton
has stepped in to end this domestic affair based on
greed not poverty. Clinton feels his intervention is
necessary to save our national pastime.
There are more important matters for the
President of the United States to attend to then
something as minor as a baseball strike. The
national game won’t die this summer if Roger
Clemens doesn’t throw a striked pitch, it won’t be
forgotten if Ken Griffey Jr. doesn’t hit a homerun
and it won’t be shamed if George Steinbrenner
doesn’t fire a manager.
The problem with this strike is that no one
understands what baseball really means to us.
Baseball is the national game not professional
Major League Baseball. I have talked to a couple
of little leaguers and they aren’t planning to strike.
Last time I checked Mr. President, the nation’s
health care plan hasn’t been settled, racism and
discrimination haven’t abruptly stopped and we
haven’t achieved world peace. There are much
more important things to settle in this country then
cutting up pieces of a multi-billion dollar pie.
Please, Mr. President, don’t make this your
Desert Storm. If you are intervening to save this
game be assured that it can’t be destroyed by
egotistical babies. Don’t force them to play because
it will boost your popularity in this country. Re
build your popularity by working on the promises
that won you the Presidency. The owners and
players aren ’t the only ones who have the rights to
play baseball: the American people do.
This summer instead of following baseball
maybe I will start playing it again. Baseball won’t
die without the Yankees or the Red Sox. It will be
reborn. Don’t the owners and players realize by
hot playing the game, they aren’t depriving the
public; they are giving the public back the game.
For years it has been viewed that if a person
couldn’t play professional baseball, he or she
would have to give up playing the game of their
youth. Now baseball-starved adults will grab their
old mitts, go to the parks that hold their childhood
memories and fall in love with the game all over
again. Baseball doesn’t need to make money to
function, it needs to be played.
The national pastime doesn’t need Barry Bonds
to survive. It needs you and me. Mr. Clinton, my
advice to you would be to go and work out your
differences with the Republ icans and let the players
and owners work out their's. If they can’t work out
their problems, they can come to a local park and
watch us play a game for love.

.!l^ '

Cagers: Horizons good
from the foul line, to end with 12.
"That was only the second
time in school histoiy that we have
chimed in with 17 (6 for 8 from the beat them," said Kimec. "We have
field and 3 for 4 in three point really been playing well lately.
land). Johnson also had 15 points Being patient with the three point
to go with 11 boards.
shot and looking for the inside
Saturday, the men stayed shot has been key. Everybody has
home to take on LeMoyne. Junior been getting involved."
center Kevin Vulin toughed it out
Things are certainly looking
on the inside. He scored 20, along better for the Pioneers. They have
with 14 boards (six of which were five more conference games left
offensive) in leading the Pioneers before the play-offs. A five hun
to the century mark with a 103-93 dred conference record is usually
blowout. Freshman Stephen needed to secure a home play-off
Twarosch played his best game of berth. They have to beat three of
the season, shooting 100 percent the next five teams they square off
from the floor and six for eight against.
--------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------

Continued from page 16

Men's spiker Vernon Cox hits over the block during recent action.
The Pioneers' hopes for an undefeated season were dashed Mon
day when they lost to Concordia College in 4 games.
Photo by Keith Zingler

When asked about the out
look for this weekend after
Concordia, captain Rob Pinkas
commented, “We lost and we re
alized that we have to play as a
team and pick it up a notch. We
can’t afford to be mentally out of
the game.”
The team was scheduled to
play Jersey City State College last
Saturday at home, but the game
was cancelled due to the inclem
ent weather.
The team didn't practice in
place of the game, and mentioned
that lack of preparation before a

big game as one of the problems
they faced Monday night.
Many of the team members
also felt as though they "need to
look forward and use this loss to
our advantage," as first year stu
dent Peter Carlow said.
Coach Li Poeng said, “We
didn’t practice well before
Concordia, but we will be pre
pared for Old Westbury and
Ravier this weekend. Our loss
was a lesson, and we learned a
lotfr*mit. We won’t be unpre
pared again.”

Check out Pioneers
action...
A SHU-in
for a good time...
J

Pioneers begin run for postseason play
Men take two conference
games to stay in contention
for home play-off game
By Keith Zingler
Sports Editor
This past week saw the Pio
neers men’s hoop team come two
steps closer of reaching their goal
of a home play-off berth. With
two convincing wins over NECC
rivals New Haven and LeMoyne,
the men upped their conference
record to 4 and 6, with a 11 and 9
record overall.
The horizon looks bright for
the Pioneers. This Saturday they
travel to Massachusetts to battle
UMASS-Lowell. The last time
these two teams met, Brian John
son scored a career high 28 points,
in a convincing 99-87 win for the
hoopsters.

Monday appears to be a
tougher match for the Cagers, as
they are home to take on Franklin
Pierce at 8 p.m. On January 11, of
this year, the Pioneers faced off
with Franklin Pierce and suffered
a tough 75-69 loss. This time the
two teams will meet at the
SHUbox, as the Pioneers look to
change the outcome of the first
game. Johnson led the team with
18 points and 7 rebounds.
Last Wednesday Burkette
became the 23rd Pioneer to tally
1,000 career points, while leading
the Pioneers to a 87-80 victory
over New Haven. In the game he
dropped in 24, captain Mike Kimec

See Cagers, page 15

Lady hoopsters in control
of their own NECC play
off^destiny
By Keith Zingler
Sports Editor

The Pioneers'junior center Kevin Vulin lunges for an offensive rebound in Sunday's 103-90 win over
LeMoyne, while the Dolphins' Karl Roddoy (44), Rob Atene (22), Mike Montesano (23) and Adam
Stockwell look on in vain.
Photo by ChrisNicholson

The Sacred Heart University
women’s basketball program
stands at 5 and 5 in the New En
gland Collegiate Conference.
With a five hundred record the
ladies control their own play-off
destiny.
The team has five conference
games left. While they are not in
amust win situation, the equation
is simple. Win three of the next

five games and they stand a good
chance of securing a home play
off game. The more games they
win the higher their play-off seed
becomes.
This upcoming week will be
an important one for the lady
hoopsters. They travel to UMassLowell Saturday and come home
for a game against Franklin Pierce,
Monday at 6 p.m. The ladies
haven’t been able to stop these

See Ladies, page 14

Hockey splits
Kerri Anne Mahoney
Staff Writer
Sacred Heart m en’s ice
hockey beat Bentley, 4-2, on Feb
ruary 1. The Pioneers have been
in a bit of a slump, but this win
over Bentley was refreshing.
Unfortunately, it did not last.
Goalie Art DeGaetano had
28 saves against Bentley, with 13
in the first period alone. Bentley
outshot the Heart, 2-1, but they
could not get the puck in the net.
Matt Laricci scored the first goal
at 12:36 in the first period, with an
assist by Aaron Foust. SHU did
not score again until the third pe
riod, when Foust put one in at 1:03
into the period. With 15:37 left in
the period, Laricci scored again.

this time he was assisted by Eric
Gibson. The fourth and final goal
was scored by captain Jon
Yackmack at 7:05, while Foust
picked up his second assist of the
game. Foust and Laricci led the
Pioneers with four points each.
Saturday ’s game against New
Hampshire College was postponed
due to the weather. No new date
had been set at press time.
On Sunday, the icemen met
up with the Fairfield Stags. Sadly,
they lost, 5-3. In the first seven
teen minutes of the first period,
Fairfield scored three goals chas
ing pioneer goalie Art Degaetano
from the game. Coach Glynne
pulled Degaetano in favor of Bill

See Icemen, page 14

0
Pioneer netminder Art Degaetano stares down a shot in Sunday's home loss to Fairfield. SHU
defender John Chapren (10) looks on while Farifield's John Resnick (the other 10) awaits the leftovers.
Photo by Chris Nicholson

